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January Meeting, Tuesday January 26, 2021 

7:30 pm Via Zoom Webinar (Pre-registration Required) 

Jon Baiocchi Presents:  Skwalas on the Yuba 

This month, Tuesday January 26, 2021 via Zoom Webinar,  the Fly 

Fishers of Davis will hear from Jon Baiocchi who will discuss 

everything a fly angler needs to know about the famed Skwala 

stonefly hatch on the Yuba River, arguably the best winter dry fly 

fishery in the state of California.  

“Skwalas” on the Yuba” covers the life cycle of this unique stonefly 

including identification characteristics, habitat, behavior, and the 

importance of this big meal for the resident wild trout and steelhead. 

Also covered in the program is weather and timing, the other game – 

mayflies, trout behavior, tactics and rigging for nymphing and dry 

flies, water to target, and the go to flies both nymphs and dries. New 

highly detailed animated slides and beautiful photography give this 

fascinating program clear and concise information that can be used on 

future trips by the visiting fly angler. This is a program you do not 

want to miss! 

 

Jon Baiocchi has been fly fishing and tying flies since 1972, and is a California licensed fly fishing guide (#2847), and a 

published author featured in California Fly Fisher, Northwest Fly Fishing, and Sierra Fisherman. Jon is also an educator, 

innovative tier, and an award winning public speaker with well over a 150 presentations to his credit for fly fishing clubs, expos, 

and trade shows across the state of California, and Nevada. Born in San Jose, Ca in 1965, his Dad moved the entire family to 

Paradise, Ca in 1967 to be closer to prime fly fishing venues, and to raise his family in the spectacular forests of Northern 

California. Jon’s Dad, Bob Baiocchi, was inducted into the Federation of Fly Fishers Hall of Fame in 1999, and was a major 

influence in helping Jon hone his fly fishing skills at a very young age. Like his father, Jon is active as a fisheries conservationist 

serving on the Truckee Trout Unlimited Board of Directors, and volunteering his time with Tahoe Truckee Fly Fishers Youth 

Programs, Yuba Fest, and the South Yuba River Citizens League. After finishing high school, Jon opted out of college to pursue 

a career as a professional snowboarder, competing at a national level, starring in feature movies, and working with manufacturers 

in their research and development programs. After his career ended in 1993, Jon focused entirely on fly fishing, and learning 

even more of the intricate details of his home waters and skill set. 

 

Jon owns and operates Baiocchi’s Troutfitters guide service In Northern California where he has 

been guiding for the last 24 years. In addition, he also conducts highly informative group clinics, 

tours, and workshops. Jon takes pride in being on the Pro Staff for WildStream Fly Rods, 

GuideBox, RIO, Simms, Redington, Shwood Eyewear, Fishpond, Dr. Slick, Buff, Loon Products, 

and Sage. He has a reputation as a very hard working guide that’s been trained by some of fly 

fishing’s best known anglers, both past and present. His enthusiasm for the sport is contagious, and 

combined with his simple approach to teaching gives students the skills needed to be successful on 

all types of water. Moved by all things flora and fauna, his passion for such is never ending. 

Sharing the knowledge with others is of the greatest importance to him now, and to see others 

progress and reach the next level in fly fishing fulfills his life. It’s the legacy his father left him, and 

a cherished tradition that Jon will continue in his honor. His locations for guiding include Lake Davis, the Wild & Scenic Middle 

Fork Feather River, Frenchman’s Reservoir, North Fork Yuba River, Big & Little Truckee Rivers, The Lower Yuba River, and 

many secluded creeks in the Lost Sierra. Jon’s philosophy on fly fishing is to keep it simple, be confident in your presentation, 

and have fun. His favorite game is stalking and sight fishing to large trout in shallow water whether it is a river, or a stillwater. 
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THE PREZ SEZ 
By Tristan Leong 

 

 

Happy New Year Fly Fishers of Davis, 

I hope you all had a great holiday season and were able to spend time with loved ones. I can’t remember exactly when 

I started counting the days until 2020’s end, thinking that if we could just get to a new year, things would be much 

different. While we aren’t quite there yet, I can see light at the end of the tunnel.  I’m remain optimistic despite all the 

news and tragedy and look forward to a new year filled with promise and opport unity.  

Speaking of new things, this past month we updated our website with a beautiful new modern format. We are still in 

the process of adding new content, which will include linked payment options to pay dues or make purchases. This 

function isn’t quite ready yet, but we hope to have it online before the end of the month.  If you haven’t already, please 

take some time to view the website and to pay your membership dues. Your dues help fund the wonderful club 

activities we have planned for this year.   

 

I don’t think a New Year’s message is complete without a discussion about your resolutions and goals. For 2021 mine 

are: 1) to reach more of you through our online offerings 2) to provide various fly fishing outings consistent with the 

current health guidelines 3) to resume “in-person” meetings when health guidelines allow 4) tentatively plan for a fall 

re-scheduling of our annual dinner if health conditions allow 5) to provide Zoom fly fishing classes (fly tying classes, 

tying social hour) during our time spent at home.  

 

Looking forward to seeing you all safe and healthy.  

 

Tristan  

 

 

Fly Tying Classes 
 

Beginner Fly Tying classes will commence in February (Week of the 15th). Cost is $20 per participant for materials. 

We have vises and tools to lend during the course if you do not have them. All materials will be distributed locally the 

day prior to the night’s course – tentatively scheduled for Wednesday evenings 7:30-9pm. Content will be streamed 

live on Zoom. Focus will be on developing basic tying skills through simple but effective/proven patterns. 

 

To sign up, please contact Tristan: Tristanleong@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Tristanleong@gmail.com
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CONSERVATION REPORT 
By Lowell Ashbaugh 

 
Conservation Mailing List Want to keep up on conservation issues in between newsletters? Join the FFD Conservation email 

list at: flyfishersofdavis.org/mailman/listinfo/ffd-conservation_flyfishersofdavis.org 

 

The four dams on the Klamath River had been 

planned for removal starting this year. As a 

refresher, the dam owner (Pacificorp) and many 

different groups with an interest in the Klamath 

Basin, including the federal government, irrigators, 

tribes, and environmental groups worked long and 

hard to craft the Klamath Basin Restoration 

Agreement (KBRA) in 2008 that mapped out a 

process for removing the dams, restore the river, and 

find a solution to water allocation in the basin. In 

2010, the group released the Klamath Hydroelectric 

Settlement Agreement (KHSA) that, together with 

the KBRA, established the framework for dam 

removal, a funding process for river restoration and 

habitat improvement, increased regulatory certainty 

for irrigators, and other benefits.  

The 

KHSA and the funding agreements from California 

and Oregon presented a net benefit and was in the 

best interest of Pacificorp’s customers. The 

complexity of the agreement and the solutions 

proposed required Congressional approval of the 

KHSA and KBRA, but despite concerted efforts by 

all parties Congress did not provide the needed 

legislation before the December 2015 expiration of 

the agreements. 

The KHSA/KBRA parties did not let the lack of 

Congressional action terminate the agreements, but 

continued to renegotiate a solution under section 

8.11 of the KHSA (this section was included in case 

the agreements were not approved). The revised 

KHSA required the establishment of an independent 

dam removal entity that would assume the dam 

operating licenses and then remove the dams. This 

would preserve Pacificorp’s customer protections 

that were part of the original KHSA. The Klamath 

River Renewal Corporation (KRRC) was formed to 

assume the licenses and would have access to the 

$450 million available under the original settlement. 

The KRRC would also assume sole responsibility 

and liability for accepting the licenses and removing 

the dams. 

In September 2016, Pacificorp and KRRC jointly 

applied to the Federal Energy Relicensing 

Commission (FERC) to transfer the licenses to 

KRRC. Over the past four years, both corporations 

have been working to address FERC’s questions 

regarding the ability of KRRC to remove the dams, 

the funding needed for it, the costs of the project, 

and the risks and liabilities associated with it. 

Last month FERC ruled on the application. FERC 

did not approve the concept of transferring liability 

solely to a third party (KRRC), but instead approved 

a “partial” license transfer. This allows KRRC to 

become a co-licensee and keeps Pacificorp equally 

liable for the costs and liabilities associated with the 

project. 

This is a setback for dam removal, but is not 

terminal. Pacificorp is still committed to removal of 

the four lower dams on the Klamath, and has sent a 

letter to the KHSA signatories that is remains 

committed to finding a solution. The parties now go 

back to negotiating under Section 8.11 of the KHSA. 

It will take some more time to remove the dams, but 

all parties remain committed to a free-flowing 

Klamath River. 

You can read more about the Klamath dams, 

Matilija dam, and the Potter Valley Project at 

Maven’s Notebook. 

Bristol Bay is threatened once again, as the Army 

Corps of Engineers last month issued a Final 

Environmental Impact Statement that will pave the 

way for Pebble Mine. In case you missed this issue 

earlier, the proposed Pebble Mine sits at the 

headwaters of the Bristol Bay watershed. Bristol Bay 

is the home of the largest salmon run in Alaska, one 

of the world’s most productive that generates $1.5 

http://flyfishersofdavis.org/mailman/listinfo/ffd-conservation_flyfishersofdavis.org
https://mavensnotebook.com/2020/08/12/dam-removal-update-klamath-dams-matilija-dam-and-the-potter-valley-project/
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billion a year along with 14,000 jobs. All five 

Eastern Pacific species spawn in the bay’s 

tributaries, and support a local sport fishing industry. 

Pollution from the mine would seriously threaten 

this fishery. 

As an example of the disaster that could befall 

Bristol Bay, in 2014 a tailing pond at the nearby Mt. 

Polley mine was breached, releasing water and 

slurry waste into Polley Lake and downstream rivers 

and lakes. Elevated levels of selenium, arsenic, and 

other metals contaminated the downstream waters, 

leading some to call the spill the biggest 

environmental disaster in modern Canadian history. 

The Pebble Mine Limited Partnership claimed such 

a spill was not possible in Bristol Bay, despite the 

fact that the same engineering firm had been hired 

for both mines. 

In 2014 the EPA, under the Obama Administration, 

determined that Northern Dynasty Minerals could 

not apply to the Army Corps of Engineers for a 

permit because a massive mine could have 

“significant” and potentially “catastrophic” impacts 

on the region. The company sued the EPA, claiming 

it violated the Clean Water Act and colluded with 

outside groups. In 2017, the EPA and Pebble 

Limited Partnership reached a settlement that had 

the EPA withdraw its determination and allow the 

company to pursue a permit with the Army Corps. 

The FEIS released by the Army Corps last month 

disregarded overwhelming local opposition and 

broad scientific consensus to conclude that the mine 

will yield “no measurable harm” to the fishery.  

The Army Corps will issue a Record of Decision 

after 30 days. The EPA has the authority to veto the 

project, but it’s unlikely under the current 

administration that it will do so. Under the Obama 

administration, and after three years of scientific 

study that included two independent peer reviews, 

EPA issued a proposed determination under 404(c) 

in 2014 that would have placed common sense 

restrictions on the mine. In a purely political move 

not supported by reason or science, EPA withdrew 

the proposed determination last year—choosing 

instead to rely on the Army Corps’ permitting 

process. 

Toxic algae is blooming in the Delta under the hot 

summer sun, causing San Joaquin County and local 

communities to scramble to address it. Conservation 

groups seized on the issue to point out that Governor 

Newsom’s proposed water plan could worsen the 

problem. It relies on Sites Reservoir in northern 

California and the Delta Tunnel to send more water 

around the delta rather than flushing it out to the 

bay. This plan would lead to a more stagnant delta 

and increase toxic algae blooms. 

The Bureau of Reclamation has proposed raising 

the Shasta Dam and is seeking public input on the 

Shasta Lake Water Resources Investigation Draft 

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. By 

raising the 600-foot-tall Shasta Dam by 3% or an 

additional 18.5 feet, the proposed project would 

increase water storage capacity in the Shasta Lake 

reservoir by 634,000 acre-feet or more than 200 

billion gallons—enough water to support two 

million people a year. Of course, increasing capacity 

does not ensure that it can be used. There would 

need to be sufficient rainfall to fill the lake, and that 

happens rarely. 

In October 2018, President Trump issued a 
Memorandum on Promoting the Reliable Supply and Delivery 

of Water in the West. The memo spells out how during 

the 20th century the federal government invested 

enormous resources in water infrastructure 

throughout the western United States, including 

California, to reduce flood risks to communities; 

provide reliable water supplies for farms, families, 

businesses and fish and wildlife; and generate 

dependable hydropower. 

The memo directed the Secretary of the Interior and 

the Secretary of Commerce to expedite 

environmental reviews of water resources projects in 

the western United States.  

View the Draft Supplemental EIS online at 
https://www.usbr.gov/mp/nepa/nepa_project_details.php?Proje

ct_ID=1915. Submit comments by close of business 

on September 21 to David Brick, Bureau of 

Reclamation, CGB-152, 2800 Cottage Way, 

Sacramento, CA 95825, via telephone at 916-202-

7158 (TTY 1-800-877-8339) or via email at 
dbrick@usbr.gov . 
 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-memorandum-promoting-reliable-supply-delivery-water-west/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/presidential-memorandum-promoting-reliable-supply-delivery-water-west/
https://www.usbr.gov/mp/nepa/nepa_project_details.php?Project_ID=1915
https://www.usbr.gov/mp/nepa/nepa_project_details.php?Project_ID=1915
https://mail.google.com/mail/?view=cm&fs=1&tf=1&to=dbrick@usbr.gov
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CALL FOR PHOTOS AND VIDEO 
By Paul Berliner 

 

Hey there fly-fishers!  It’s been one wacky year — but I do know that some of you have ventured 

out on a fishing trip or two (properly masked up, of course).  We may (or may not) have an annual 

dinner, but we do have a new website in the works, so a call for photos and videos is certainly 

apropos.  

 

If you took photos or video during your 2020 fly-fishing adventures, please collect your best pix 

and clips, put them in a folder, and upload them to the following Google Shared Folder:   

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_iQU5pYjYHHEjT_P4qUk05x0KQnK4YH3?usp=sharing  

Your photos and videos just might end up on our new website! 

 

Important: 

Photos and video must be taken between Jan 1, 2020 and December 31, 2020. 

For photos, high resolution JPG images are preferred. 

For video, any file format works fine, but the higher the resolution, the better.   

Please name the folder with your name and the location where you fished.   

Many thanks! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_iQU5pYjYHHEjT_P4qUk05x0KQnK4YH3?usp=sharing
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Check Out The New FFD Website 
 

By Paul Berliner, Bob Beverlin and Ken Lazzaroni 

 

Hi everyone, 

 

Our new website is live (https://flyfishersofdavis.org/), and we’re very excited for all of you to visit and enjoy the 

wealth of features available.   

 

 

 

First and foremost, we’re almost ready with the membership module, and we’ll let everyone know via email when 

it’s live.  This module will allow you to log in, create your password, and pay your dues securely online.  In 

addition, once logged in as a member, you’ll have access to many features that non-members won’t be able to see. 

On the site you’ll find pages for our classes, outings, our newsletters, links and more.  In particular, please visit the 

page called “Where We Fish.”  Here you’ll find almost 40 different venues where club members have fished over 

the years, and each page is filled with pictures from our archives, and many pages have videos too!   

Please visit, explore and enjoy, and there’s much more to come on the new site! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://flyfishersofdavis.org/
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Northern California Council, Fly Fishers International Report 
By Mark Rockwell, January 2021 

 
 
As we all continue to struggle with the challenges of COVID-19 I find myself dreaming of time on a river or 

lake.  I realized it has been more than 7 months since I’ve fished.  As 2021 begins I think we all are hoping that 

we can begin to see declining numbers of cases, falling hospitalizations & deaths.  Our future rests on our ability 

to do our personal part to use masks, social distance & not be involved in large gatherings.  As a doctor I know 

these are the best actions we can take while waiting on vaccinations.  Our future is bright if we do these things, 

and I realize we are all tired of it and want our lives back.  Hang in there.  Help is coming. 

 

The Northern California Council Board has not met since late October as we decided with the holidays and virus 

challenge there was no good reason to meet.  We decided to continue our activities as planned and meet in 

January hoping things would be better.  So, we have a Board meeting set for January 18th and all club Presidents 

are invited to attend.  Our focus this year will be to support our clubs, work to create and tighten our sense of 

community, and to come together for the good of all our clubs and to support our sport of fly fishing.  I’ve asked 

our Presidents to attend the meeting (zoom of course) to hear their concerns, needs and ideas as we as your 

Council plan our goals and objectives for 2021.  Of greatest importance is to help clubs continue to survive in 

conditions less than ideal, and to continue to work on conservation concerns facing our watersheds and fisheries.   

 

In 2020 we started holding Club President’s Happy Hours every 2-3 months, and I believe we all really enjoyed 

being able to talk with each other, and to exchange ideas and discuss actions the clubs are doing to fundraise, 

hold fish outs, and have club meetings on Zoom.  Everyone enjoyed the calls I believe, and most learned new 

ways to operate as well as new things to do that keep members engaged both as a club and with each other.  The 

NCCFFI has compiled a speakers list, many of which do zoom presentations, and it is available to all clubs by 

sending me an email (mrockwell1945@gmail.com).   We will continue to do the Happy Hours into 2021, with 

the next one likely in February.  A disappointment for all is that the Fly Fishing Show in Pleasanton will not be 

held at its normal time of February, but may be held in late April or May if conditions allow.  We will keep you 

advised. 

 

On conservation you should know that we are now past most of the difficult hurdles to remove 4 dams from the 

Klamath River.  We ran into a serious snag in August when the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) 

agreed to license transfer to the Klamath River Renewal Corporation (KRRC), the removal entity, but didn’t 

remove Pacific Power .  That resulted in 3+ months of negotiations to satisfy Pacific Power.  Finally, a 

Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) was signed in Mid November by Oregon, California, Klamath Tribes, 

KRRC & Pacific Power that will remove PP from the license once FERC agrees to license surrender to KRRC.  

From that point forward it will only be KRRC and the removal & restoration contractors who will make the calls 

based upon the already signed Klamath River Hydropower Agreement (KSHA), of which NCCFFI is a signatory.  

We have represented all of you - Fly Clubs and members - since 2003 in this negotiation.  We are proud of this, 

and we are proud to be a part of bringing back the 3rd most productive salmon & steelhead rivers of the lower 48.  

 

Lastly, after 5 years of effort the NCCFFI & Ben Taylor have completed a Fisheries Monitoring Plan for the 

Smith River.  The Smith is the last great anadromous fish river in California with no dams and historic runs of 

Chinook salmon & Steelhead.  This plan provides for DIDSON sonar monitoring of the incoming runs of fish in 

the fall and winter, and scientifically valid data upon which to make management decisions on the fishery.  Our 

goal was to make sure this last great river is managed for future generations and is kept healthy with a 

dominantly wild population of fish.  We are working to complete an MOA between the DFW and the Tolowa 

Dee Ni Tribe, who will be managing the equipment and collecting the data.  We hope to have the equipment up 

and running in October, 2021.  This is a huge win for the river & fly fishers who love it. 

 

 

mailto:mrockwell1945@gmail.com
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FROM THE WAY BACK MACHINE:  The Fisherman’s Line - November 

Excerpts from the 70s& 80s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 For full version of the January 1979 Newsletter (.pdf) 

 

 

January 1979 

Editors: Arlen Feldman & Dick Blanchard 

President: Sarge Reynolds 

https://flyfishersofdavis.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/TFL-011979.pdf
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 For full version of the January1988 Newsletter (.pdf) 

 
 

Volume 17, Issue 1 January 1988 

Editor: Ken Asay 

President: Cary Boyden 

 

https://flyfishersofdavis.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/TFL-011988.pdf
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    UTINGS & EVENTS FFD 

2021-2022 
Proposed FFD Outings & Events Subject to Change Due to COVID-19 

 
 Fish  Dates Fishmeister Contact Comments 

Lower Yuba Walk Wade Trout  TBD Feb Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Day trip 

Pyramid Lake  (Spring) Trout   TBD Feb, March Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Hotel / Camping 

Delta Bass N Fly Tournament Black Bass Boat TBD Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Boater pair with non boater 

Baum Lake Trout  April 3 - 6 Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com  

Lake Berryessa Mult. Sp. Boat TBD March-May Peter Hawes hawsheatair@gmail.com Boater pair with non boater 

Lower Sac Float (Spring) Trout Guide Prop April 14-17 Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Fee + Tip 

FFD Casting Class   TBD May Bob Zasoski rjzasoski@sbcglobal.net Instructor: Jeff Putnam 

Shad Sac or Feather River Shad Boat TBD May Peter Hawes hawsheatair@gmail.com Boater pair with non boater 

McCloud River Trout  Prop June/July Peter Hawes hawsheatair@gmail.com Camping 

Manzanita Lake Trip Trout  Prop June/July Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com 
Floatation Device / 
Camping 

Lake Davis Trout Boat TBD Need Fishmeister  Camping 

FFD Annual Picnic   TBD June Tristan Leong tristan.leong@gmail.com  

Lewiston Lake Trout   TBD Need Fishmeister  Camping  

FFD Annual Dinner   TBD September Tristan Leong tristan.leong@gmail.com  

Lower Sac Float (Fall) Trout  Guide TBD Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Fee + Tip 

Striper Fest 2021 Stripers Boat TBD November Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Boater pair with non boater 

Trinity River Steelhead Trout Guide TBD November Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Fee + Tip 

Pyramid Lake  (Fall) Trout  TBD December Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com  

Luk Lake Trouth/Bass  TBD December Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Day Trip / Fee 

 Fish  Dates Fishmeister Contact Comments 

Hat Creek 101 Trout  TBD May Dana Hooper trouthookup1@gmail.com Camping 

 

Trip 2021 

Trip 2022 

mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:hawsheatair@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:rjzasoski@sbcglobal.net
mailto:hawsheatair@gmail.com
mailto:hawsheatair@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:tristan.leong@gmail.com
mailto:tristan.leong@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
mailto:trouthookup1@gmail.com
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Officers, Directors and Committees 

President:  Tristan Leong 916-768-9359 

 Vice President  Ken Lazzaroni 

 

530-756-5038 

Treasurer  Ken Lazzaroni 

 

530-756-5038 

Secretary  Mark Sanders 530-753-9623 

DIRECTORS   

2020 Peter Hawes 530-750-1117 

   

2021 Carl Lunsted 707-479-0852 

 Andan Bailey 530-753-9623 

2022 Ryan Mitchell 530-756-5038 

 Mike Rivers 707-685-7878 

  Jeff Williams  

COMMITTEES   

Outings Dana Hooper 530-758-1991 

 Conservation Lowell Ashbaugh  530-758-6722  

Membership Ken Lazzaroni 

 

530-756-5038 

Communication Tom Robinson 530-304-0305 

Newsletter  Tom Robinson 530-304-0305 

NCCFFF  Lowell Ashbaugh 530-758-6722  

Programs  Tristan Leong 

 

916-768-9359 

 Hospitality Peter Hawes 530-750-1117 

Raffle Chair  Phil Reedy 530-297-7535 

Fly Tying  Bob Zasoski 530-753-2241  

Picnic Chair    

Youth Programs Adney Bowker 530-758-2674 

Youth FishCamp Tom Robinson 530-304-0305 

Video Library Eric Kapucinski 916-984-6438 

 
Fly Fishers of Davis 
PO Box 525 
Davis, CA 95617-0525 
 

 

How to become a member of the Fly Fishers of Davis 
Dues for adults and families (member’s spouse and children living with named member up to max age 25)  are $30/year. Student rate is 

$15/year. The monthly newsletter is distributed by e-mail only. Please be sure to provide a valid e-mail address so that we can get the 

newsletter to you in pdf format.  For more information on FFD Membership go to https://flyfishersofdavis.org/contact/membership/ 

 

Download the Membership Application at:   
https://flyfishersofdavis.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/FFD_Membership_Application_2020.pdf 

 

Drop this form (and a check) in the mail to Fly Fishers of Davis, P.O. Box 525, Davis, CA 95617. Online payments will be available 

soon on the new FFD website. 

 

For more information, contact: Ken Lazzaroni at membership@flyfishersofdavis.org  

 

For insurance reasons, you must be a current club member to attend any of our outings 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Copyright 2010 All Rights Reserved. 

The Fisherman’s Line is published by: 

The Fly Fishers of Davis 

P. O. Box 525 

Davis, California, 95617 

The Fly Fishers of Davis (FFD) is a non-Profit 501.C.4 charitable organization 
dedicated to the education, participation, conservation and enhancement of fly 
fishing. Annual associate and family (member’s spouse and children living with 

named member up to max age 25)   membership is $30 beginning with each 

calendar year. FFD meets monthly except for the months of July & August. Regular 
monthly meetings are held the last Tuesday of each month except for December and 
February. December meetings are held the second Tuesday to accommodate holiday 
schedules. February hosts the Annual Dinner meeting which is scheduled in the latter 
part of the month based upon facility arrangements.  
FFD is an affiliate club of the Federation of Fly Fishers (FFF), an international 
nonprofit organization, and its Northern California Council (NCCFFF) affiliate.  

Meetings and membership are opened to the public. 
The Fly Fishers of Davis provide equal opportunity membership without 
discrimination on sex, race, origin, age or religious orientation.  

E-Newsletter Policy  
Our policy is to deliver the e-newsletter via email OR you may download it from the 
FFD website at: http://www.flyfishersofdavis.org/newsl.shtml 
Be sure if you signed up for the $30 annual membership that you send your email 
address to membership@flyfishersofdavis.org  . This will assure that you 
get an email notification of the newsletter. Each month, except June & August the e-
newsletter will be posted to the above site and emailed about 1 week before the 
meeting. You will need Acrobat Reader 
http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html to view the 
PDF format.  

Fishermen’s Line is copyrighted by the Fly Fishers of Davis.  
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